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Featured Application: The methods of digital steganography in image files presented in this re-
search may find application in numerous areas and industries, because they offer great capacity
and may be combined with cryptography. ¬ Hidden communication (in public or monitored
channels, when encryption is not possible or difficult to use, contacts between whistleblowers
and journalists or informants and police, to send dangerous contents, privacy protection, data
security);  military and intelligence (conceal strategic information during war and occupation
operations); ® business (protection against industrial/corporate espionage, hidden communica-
tion between business partners or company branches); ¯ property protection (watermarking of
images to embed information about the author, additional comments or some metadata, fraud
detection); ° other areas (bypassing censorship in countries violating human rights, sending
viruses, tracking users). As can be seen, potential applications lie in both white hat and black hat
fields of operation.

Abstract: In this paper, several ideas of data hiding in WebP images are presented. WebP is a long-
known, but not very poplar file format that provides lossy or lossless compression of data, in the
form of a still image or an animation. A great number of WebP features are optional, so the structure
of the image offers great opportunities for data hiding. The article describes distinct approaches to
steganography divided into two categories: format-based and data-based. Among format-based
methods, we name simple injection, multi-secret steganography that uses thumbnails, hiding a
message in metadata or in a specific data chunk. Data-based methods achieve secret concealment
with the use of a transparent, WebP-specific algorithm that embeds bits by choosing proper prediction
modes and alteration of the color indexing transform. The capacity of presented techniques varies. It
may be unlimited for injection, up to a few hundred megabytes for other format-based algorithms, or
be content-dependent in data-based techniques. These methods fit into the container modification
branch of steganography. We also present a container selection technique which benefits from
available WebP compression parameters. Images generated with the described methods were tested
with three applications, including the Firefox web browser, GNU Image Manipulation Program, and
ImageMagick. Some of the presented techniques can be combined in order to conceal more than one
message in a single carrier.

Keywords: steganography; WebP; image; data hiding

1. Introduction

Information security plays a crucial role in contemporary times, as data became a vital
part of businesses and the everyday life of people in modern society. Security breaches
and data leaks pose a threat to individuals, companies, and even whole countries. Among
numerous attacks, we may mention malware, vulnerabilities, distributed denial of service,
scams, credential stuffing, brute-force, frauds, spam, backdoors, disinformation, etc. In the
last year, the most threatened targets were industries, healthcare, public services, scientific
institutes, individuals, education establishments, finance or insurance organizations, and
many more [1]. Data protection is therefore an important challenge everyone faces.
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Sometimes, standard security measures, like encryption of the secret message, are
not sufficient. In such strategic applications, third parties should not even be aware
that communication is taking place. One of the possible solutions of this problem is
steganography, a branch of security focused on information hiding. In steganography, the
secret message is embedded in an insignificant container which is used as a carrier for the
payload. The container is provided to the receiver, who extracts the message out of it. The
main goal of this scheme is to conceal from external observers that secret data are hidden
inside the cover medium.

Over the years, steganographic methods evolved from physical messages on paper to
modern digital algorithms. Due to increasing computing power, new complex solutions
were established (for example, the combination of steganography and cryptography [2])
and also a lot of potential carriers were used, such as texts [3,4], images [5–8], videos [9,10],
binary executables [11], network packets [12–15], documents [16–18], or even DNA [19]. On
the other hand, a number of counter-techniques were developed, called steganalysis. Their
objective is to detect the possible presence of secret data in a container. The perpetual strug-
gle between two sides results in the development of more and more creative algorithms.

Of all carriers, the most popular are digital images, for two reasons. First, they are
omnipresent (not suspicious), and second, they offer great capacity (a large amount of
data may be hidden inside). Image steganography algorithms from the literature may be
divided into a few categories, depending on the adopted methodology.

Popular methods with low computational cost include spatial domain methods, which
conceal secret data directly into pixel values. The best known is the least significant bit
(LSB) technique, belonging to the container modification branch of steganography. In
this method, bits of the secret message are placed as least significant bits of subsequent
bytes of the container [20]. The invention of LSB replacement was a big achievement and
researchers have created multiple variants of this algorithm. For instance, to increase
capacity, it is possible to hide more than one bit per pixel [21–24] in various planes. The
other modifications use a key to scatter secret data evenly throughout various regions of
the carrier [25,26]. There is also the idea of choosing the embedding area without a key, but
by considering only the most frequent pixel values, ignoring their least significant bit [27].
Then the capacity and payload placement are dependent on the contents of the image.
Overall, the LSB technique has good sensory undetectability even when more than one
bit per pixel is used [28,29]. However, with specialized software, the adversary is able to
detect statistical anomalies introduced by the embedding process. They are manifested by
a similar number of even and odd values in the histogram [30]. Some papers try to combat
it and invent mechanisms of preserving the histogram during data hiding [5]. Another
approach to spatial steganography is based on the fact that edges have better hiding
potential than smooth areas. In this technique, called pixel value differentiation (PVD),
embedding regions are selected by analyzing differences between consecutive pixels [31].
PVD is characterized by good stego image quality and has its own modifications [32–34].

Spatial methods of image steganography, while useful, also have disadvantages. They
are limited to lossless formats and vulnerable to filtration or compression attacks. For
this reason, another category of algorithm has emerged, namely transform domain. Such
techniques convert picture data into the frequency domain and then conduct the hiding
process. There are various possible transforms, including discrete cosine transform (DCT),
discrete (DFT) or fast Fourier transform (FFT), and discrete wavelet transform (DWT).
Usually they find application in JPEG files to compress data. DCT divides the image into
frequency bands and hides the secret message in quantized coefficients [35]. We may find
different variants of this idea, using coefficient randomization [36], a specific frequency
band [37], or matrix encoding [6]. DFT is rarely used compared to other transforms, but
the literature mentions existing methods [20]. DWT is much more popular, probably
because of better compression and less artifacts. This kind of transform decomposes the
image into a low-frequency signal and high-frequency details in horizontal, vertical, and
diagonal directions. There are methods for both grayscale [38] and color images [39,40].
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The frequency approach is useful in steganography, as the secret data are scattered among
pixels and therefore difficult to wipe without degrading the quality of the container. We
may also mention other domains useful for data hiding, like eigenvectors [41]. The main
goal of these algorithms is to achieve high robustness, as it is difficult to remove the payload
without the destruction of important areas of the photograph. There are also attacks aimed
at frequency-domain methods, based on coefficient analysis [42] or classification with
neural networks [43].

Thanks to development of neural networks and deep learning, a new category has
found its place in image steganography. Deep neural networks have been used to select
the embedding area for the LSB method and to scatter data between all of the available
bits, while another network served the purpose of secret extracting [44]. Other types
of architectures also found application in steganography. The authors of [45] proposed
two networks (U-Net-based encoder and decoder) for hiding and recovering secret data,
both working on color photographs. An interesting approach uses the style modification
technique [46]. This algorithm takes three input pictures: cover, style, and secret. The
resulting image resembles the carrier, but contains concealed data and is also drawn in the
requested style.

Other examples of steganography include combinations with cryptography [47,48],
watermarking [27,49] or secret sharing [50–52], multi-secret steganography used for con-
cealing more than one message in a single container [53], techniques that do not require
a predefined medium but generate the carrier from scratch [54,55], format-specific meth-
ods destined for particular files [36,56,57], the creation of subliminal channels in existing
schemes to achieve better undetectability [58,59], systems that use biometric authentication
for data hiding [60,61], combining various techniques to obtain secure data transmission in
telemedicine applications [62,63], and many more.

Among container modification techniques, spatial-domain algorithms focus on uncom-
pressed or lossless compressed images, like BMP or PNG. On the other hand, the majority
of transform-domain methods operate on JPEG images. There are also some proposals
of data hiding in GIF images. The WebP format had not aroused much interest in the
information hiding community. Although it was introduced years ago, its popularity was
not very high compared to other, well-established image files. As can be seen in related
works, there is a shortage of papers concerning WebP steganography. This is the reason for
this study, to present techniques appropriate for these images. In recent years, the presence
of WebP on the internet became visible, so the time has come for this versatile format to
take its place among other carriers suitable for steganography.

2. Materials and Methods

This sections presents proposed approaches to data hiding in WebP images. Besides
the background, it is divided into two parts. The first one concerns methods which are
based on format specification, but leave the pixels untouched. The second one is about
data-based methods, which change image contents in an unnoticeable way, but have a
negligible impact on file size.

2.1. Background Information about WebP Format

WebP is an image format developed by Google in order to save web resources. It
supports both lossy and lossless compression of pictures. WebP files are designed to store
still images or animations. Optionally, they may contain alpha channel, color profile, and
metadata. The maximum dimensions of such images are 16,383 × 16,383 px. One of the
biggest strengths of WebP is its predictive coding drawn from the VP8 video format. This
algorithm uses nearby values to predict pixel value in the block. Only the difference is
saved; in this way, a high level of compression can be achieved. According to claims by
Google, WebP images can be 26% smaller than PNG and 25–34% smaller than JPEG.

The structure of WebP files consists of RIFF (Resource Interchange File Format) chunks.
They are built of three sections: four bytes for the identifier, four bytes for the size, and
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the remaining bytes for data. The size concerns only the data part, which means that the
whole chunk length is the data length + 8 bytes. The first chunk of a WebP file is a RIFF
chunk that contains the ‘WEBP’ identifier and one of the possible chunks: ‘VP8’ for simple
lossy format (the last character is 0x20—space), ‘VP8L’ for lossless compression without
advanced functions, or ‘VP8X’ for extended format. The first 16 bytes of a lossless WebP
file may look similar to Figure 1. As can be seen, the chunk size is 0x3dc6 (in little endian),
so the file size is 15,814 + 8 = 15,822 bytes.

52 49 46 46 c6 3d 00 00 57 45 42 50 56 50 38 4c |RIFF.=..WEBPVP8L|

Figure 1. The first bytes of lossless WebP image; on the right is ASCII representation.

‘VP8’ and ‘VP8L’ chunks contain VP8 bitstream data [64] and WebP Lossless Bit-
stream [65], respectively. More complex are ’VP8X’ chunks, which consist of the following:

• information about features used in the file;
• optional ICCP chunk with color profile;
• optional ANIM chunk with animation data;
• image data;
• optional EXIF chunk with Exif metadata;
• optional XMP chunk with XMP metadata;
• optional list of unknown chunks.

These parts are present in the order indicated above. Optional unknown chunks are
intended to be used in the future as the standard evolves and should be ignored by readers
to achieve backwards compatibility.

There are also some disadvantages of the WebP format. Although it is more than
10 years old, it still suffers from compatibility problems. In fact, these images are rarely
used outside the web and the majority of users are clueless as to how to open downloaded
pictures. The study conducted by the mozjpeg project regarding lossy encoding techniques
revealed that WebP turned out to be better in some scoring algorithms, but comparative or
worse according to others [66]. A serious threat was revealed in September 2023, when a
buffer overflow was discovered [67] in both libwebp (CVE-2023-4863) and imageio (CVE-
2023-41064). This vulnerability was acknowledged as critical and received the maximum
severity score.

2.2. Framework

The framework of proposed methods consists of two complementary algorithms: em-
bedding and extracting. The embedding algorithm takes the WebP carrier, secret message,
and optional key as input. The message is hidden in the image, and the resulting file is
transmitted to the receiver. Then, the container with hidden data (optionally with the key)
is given to the extracting algorithm that retrieves the secret message out of it. The schema
of the whole process is presented in Figure 2.

As can be seen in the schema, the WebP carrier consists of a chunk containing metadata
and other file-related information, and an image chunk containing compressed image data.
Presented in this paper are format-based methods relying on the chunk part, whereas
data-based techniques are focused on modifications of image data.

2.3. Format-Based Methods
2.3.1. Simple Injection

This is a very simple technique of data hiding not limited to the WebP format. It works
by appending another file at the end of the carrier. It is based on optimization made in
applications to ignore any excess data. The WebP standard says that “The file SHOULD
NOT contain any data after the data specified by File Size. Readers MAY parse such files,
ignoring the trailing data”. This means that the majority of software opening the stego
image should result in displaying the carrier, but ignoring the secret image. The quality of
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the cover image is not affected; however, the file size increases and is equal to container size
+ secret size. This method is not secure, the as hidden file may be detected with specialized
software or inspection.

Embedding

algorithm

Extracting

algorithm

WebP carrier
(pure)

metadata
& other chunks

image data

(optional)
Key

Secret
message

(optional)
Key

Secret
message

WebP carrier
(modified)

metadata
& other chunks

image data

Figure 2. Framework of presented methods.

2.3.2. Thumbnail

Thanks to its ability to store metadata, WebP images may also contain a thumbnail
(reduced-size version of the picture). Thumbnails are defined in the Exif Specification with
the use of two connected tags: JPEGInterchangeFormat (the offset in the image directory to
the JPEG) and JPEGInterchangeLength (the length of the thumbnail in bytes). As can be
seen, thumbnails are required to be in the JPEG format. The Image Metadata and Exiv2
Architecture book [68] says that the thumbnail cannot have embedded metadata. However,
in our tests, we succeeded in embedding a JPEG file with metadata.

The proposed solution starts by creating a thumbnail in the JPEG format. Then, a secret
message should be hidden in this thumbnail with the selected embedding algorithm. For
steganographic purposes, JPEG files are great carriers. They offer a lot of possible methods
and creditable capacity. Finally, the carrier with the hidden message should be inserted in
a WebP image. In this way, recovering requires two steps: extracting the thumbnail and
decoding the secret. It is then an example of multi-level steganography [51].

2.3.3. Metadata

Hiding data in WebP metadata may be realized with Exif [69] or XMP [70]. They are
both defined for storing metadata created by cameras, smartphones, scanners, and other
devices designed for recording images. Exif has tags for Maker, Model, Aperture, and many
other settings. XMP is an extendable format that offers XML-like or array-like structures,
called Bag, Seq, or Struct.

According to the specification, metadata may be present in the extended version of
WebP images (those with the VP8X chunk). If so, there should be at most one chunk of
each type. If there are more such chunks, readers may ignore all except the first one. This
opens the possibility for two approaches to data hiding. We may add more than one chunk
with the embedded secret in the WebP file, as it will probably be ignored by software.
Alternatively, we may conceal a secret in the existing metadata chunk (or insert a new
one with our message). In both cases, it is advisable to encrypt concealed information, as
metadata may be recovered and seen by anyone, even accidentally while checking camera
parameters, etc.

In Exif metadata, there are multiple tags suitable for data hiding. The list of standard
Exif tags is available at https://exiv2.org/tags.html (accessed on 10 August 2023). De-
pending on the secret format, we may need Ascii type for Latin text, Long for numbers,
or Undefined for binary data. Moreover, the standard defines a MakerNote tag, destined
for camera manufacturers, in order to place any custom metadata in the file. Usually they
describe camera settings, for example, serial number, focusing more, etc. The Exif standard

https://exiv2.org/tags.html
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does not define the structure of the MakerNote. Some manufacturers encrypt portions of
the information, which means that such areas may be used for steganographic purposes
and even combined with cryptography.

XMP, on the other hand, is an extensible format. Besides overwriting existing metadata,
we may create our own structures and place secret data inside. The available types are Bag,
Seq, or Struct, described as follows [68]:

An “XmpBag” is a set of key/value pairs which are represented by XML attributes.
An “XmpSeq” is an array of metadata similar to a JavaScript or Python array. It is
represented by an XML list and can be accessed by index. An XmpStruct is a set
of keys to trees of metadata rather like a JavaScript or Python object.

2.3.4. Chunk Injection

The chunk injection method exploits the expandability of the WebP format. To warrant
openness to future releases, the standard allows WebP files to contain unknown chunks.
These chunks should be ignored to achieve backwards compatibility. In this way, one may
append new chunks with hidden data to the file.

Embedding a secret with this technique is divided into a few steps. Firstly, we need to
create a chunk with secret data. The name of this chunk should be different than specified
in the standard, and even better, with low probability of future use. Therefore, a new chunk
consists of an identifier (four bytes), a size (four bytes encoded in little endian), and contents
(of length equal to the aforementioned size). All these parts are concatenated without any
separator. Secondly, the prepared chunk is embedded as the last one in the WebP file.
Thirdly, we must modify the size of the RIFF chunk, as adding new data increases the
length of the carrier file. The new size is computed as the old size + secret size + 8.

To recover the hidden secret, the receiver needs to find the offset and length of the
embedded data. Both pieces of information may be acquired with exiv2 software (version
0.27.3). It is recommended to encrypt the secret, as chunks are stored in plain text, so
additional protection is a good idea.

2.4. Data-Based Methods

A lossless version of a WebP image may serve as a container for existing methods,
like least significant bit embedding. However, there are other possible approaches to
steganography in this format.

2.4.1. Transparency

The WebP format supports transparency, in both lossy and lossless modes. The
interesting option used in this method is “exact”, described as follows.

-exact preserves RGB values in the transparent area; default = off
Normally, the WebP encoder skips bytes in transparent areas of the carrier to save

space. However, with this option enabled, it is possible to use these locations to conceal
some data. The secret may be embedded in each transparent pixel. Then we are able to
achieve the capacity of 3 bytes per pixel. In such a case, the “lossless” option is also required
to avoid the destruction of hidden data. Another approach is to conceal graphic data by
pasting the secret image into the transparent area, preserving transparency.

The secret is not visible on the preview, but the method does not provide much security
(the more data are hidden, the bigger the file becomes). On the other hand, it has satisfactory
capacity and does not visually change the container. Additionally, the presented technique
is also applicable to PNG images. In PNG images, the container modification method of
embedding in transparent pixels works similarly as in WebP files. The embedding area
consists of all transparent pixels. Secret data are translated to bytes, and for each color
component with alpha channel equal to zero, one byte is concealed. This means that a single
pixel can hold three bytes of secret data. The secret message length should be less than or
equal to the number of transparent pixels to be able to conceal it. If the capacity is greater
than the secret message length, the data may be spread over available space. The recovering
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process is carried out in reverse. First, secret bytes are read from transparent areas, and
then they are shaped into the message. When the stego image is open in graphical software,
the hidden pixels are not visible. But this technique causes the file size to grow, which gives
a clue that something may be hidden inside. This method can also be used to conceal a
digital image instead of text or binary data. Then, to reveal the hidden image, the receiver
needs to remove the alpha channel and to save the resulting image.

2.4.2. Prediction Modes

This method uses block prediction modes in the WebP format (derived from VP8)
to store secret data. During encoding, the frame is divided into smaller segments called
macroblocks. Then, based on previously processed blocks, the encoder is able to predict
unknown pixel values in the macroblock. Redundant data may be subtracted from the block,
which gives smaller residues that are efficiently compressed. It is called predictive coding.

Different prediction modes used in WebP compression are presented in Figure 3. Each
of them uses fairly simple arithmetic to extrapolate from already-calculated values. For
example, horizontal prediction fills unknown parts of the block with a copy of the left-
hand-side column. The mode with the best match is used for encoding the current block.

Figure 3. Prediction modes used in WebP lossy compression (https://developers.google.com/speed/
webp/docs/compression?hl=en (accessed on 2 August 2023); ).

In reference implementation, each of the prediction modes is represented as a number.
To use them in steganography, we divided available modes into two groups, depending
on their parity. In other words, even modes are in a separate group from odd modes. To
hide a message, the encoder needs to select modes according to message bits. Normally,
the chosen prediction mode is the one with the best match. This time we impose a limit
to choose the best match only from the corresponding group. In this way, the stego file
may be slightly bigger than the optimal image produced by the encoder, but the difference
would be very small and inconspicuous. Also, there may occur little discrepancies between
the optimal image and the stego image introduced by compression, which should not be
visible. The capacity is one bit per block.

https://developers.google.com/speed/webp/docs/compression?hl=en
https://developers.google.com/speed/webp/docs/compression?hl=en
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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2.4.3. Color Indexing Transform

The color indexing transform technique is based on a WebP property which says that
“If there are not many unique pixel values, it may be more efficient to create a color index
array and replace the pixel values by the array’s indices”. It works as follows:

The color indexing transform checks for the number of unique ARGB values
in the image. If that number is below a threshold (256), it creates an array of
those ARGB values, which is then used to replace the pixel values with the
corresponding index; the green channel of the pixels is replaced with the index,
all alpha values are set to 255, and all red and blue values are set to 0.

This feature may be used in steganography. To hide a message, we need a container
with up to 128 colors. Additionally, the difference between every two colors should be
greater than 1. The difference may be computed based on the following formula [71]:

d =
√
(R1 − R2)2 + (G1 − G2)2 + (B1 − B2)2,

where Rx, Gx, Bx are the red, green, and blue components of a color.
New colors are created by modifying a randomly selected component by 1. For each

pixel, when a message bit is equal to 0, we use the original version of the color. When the
bit is equal to 1, we choose the modified version. In this way, the carrier with the embedded
message contains up to 256 colors, meeting the limit imposed by the format. Both versions
of colors are slightly different, but very similar and hard to distinguish with the naked eye.
The maximum capacity of this method is equal to the total number of pixels. A similar
strategy may also be applied to GIF images.

2.4.4. Container Selection

This technique requires the preparation of an image set of size N in advance. They will
be used indirectly as carriers. Each image is compressed 100 times with various levels of
parameters. The cwebp compressor offers numerous options to choose from. The selected
one is the -q option, which denotes compression level and may be set between 0 and 100.
In this way, a single image encodes a number which may be translated to a character by
adding 32 to it and casting it to the char type. It is then possible to encode uppercase and
lowercase letters, numbers, spaces, punctuation, brackets, and some special characters.

To transmit a secret message, the sender chooses images that correspond to subsequent
characters of the secret message and sends them to the receiver. To decode the secret, the
receiver compares obtained images with his set. Then, he decodes the message by adding
32 and translating to ASCII characters. The images themselves contain no data, and the
secret is recovered with the use of a predefined set. The modifications of this method are
able to use a shared key to change the order of images or halve the image set and transmit
one bit per carrier.

The capacity of this method depends on the shared image set size. The maximum
length of the transmitted message is N characters. The bigger the set, the longer the message
that may be transmitted. However, it is advisable to use this technique sporadically for
short messages, to avoid sending the same images repeatedly. The disadvantage of this
method is the disc space needed for the database and the used bandwidth, as we need
to send much more data than the actual length of the secret message. Although a similar
approach may be used with other image formats, here we exploit the quality parameter,
which gives a broad data range and is not present in every format.

3. Results

This section provides a description of the conducted experiments of data hiding and
their results. It contains the used commands and interesting dumps of involved files, with
some additional conclusions.
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3.1. Format-Based Methods
3.1.1. Simple Injection

The purpose of this experiment was to test the simple injection method. The tests
were able to create the stego file (the carrier with embedded message), checking it in a
few applications and extracting the secret from the container. Creating a stego file with an
attached secret image is super easy; we just need to glue two input images together and
save it as a new file.

cat img1.webp img2.webp > img3.webp

The newly created image is correctly recognized as RIFF (little endian) data, a Web/P
image. Its size is the sum of the original files.

The interesting part of this research was checking whether the new image would open
in various programs and if it would be displayed or not. The testing suite included GIMP,
Firefox, and ImageMagick. This limitation is caused by the fact that the WebP format is not
implemented in every piece of software. Regardless of the hidden data, some applications
just do not (yet?) support the format. During tests, ImageMagick and Firefox handled the
modified file easily and displayed the cover (insignificant image denoted as img1.webp
in this experiment), which was expected behavior. On the other hand, GIMP returned an
error because its plugin could not read the file in a proper way.

As we knew the offset and the length of the hidden file, we might easily recover the
secret with dd:

dd if=img3.webp count=$((179632-163802)) bs=1 skip=$((163802+8))>img4.webp

There are multiple ways of finding the offset and the length: with the exiv2 program, from
original files sizes, using any programming language, etc.

Finally, the restored image was compared to the original img2.webp and they turned
out to be identical. The experiment proved that with this technique, we may obtain lossless
recovery if the stego image is not modified.

Obviously, the secret image may be found if someone conducts an analysis of the
stego file. This method is not safe, but does not require special software apart from the one
available by default in the operating system. Additionally, it may be used without effort,
especially on websites.

3.1.2. Thumbnail

The purpose of this experiment was to test the thumbnail method. During the tests,
the thumbnail with the hidden secret message was created. Later, it was embedded in
the carrier. Further tests were able to check the stego image in applications, recovering
the thumbnail and comparing it with the original one. Hiding a secret in a thumbnail has
been realized in a few steps. At the beginning, the original image was scaled down and
converted to JPEG.

convert img.webp -scale 5% img-thumb-pure.jpg

Multiple steganography methods are possible for the JPEG format; in this case, we
used the F5 algorithm [6]. The secret text “Steganography among other rare disciplines is
honored to be described as both an art and Science field.” was concealed and the new file
saved as img-thumbnail.jpg. To embed it into the original image, the following command
was executed (insert thumbnail with exiv2 program):

exiv2 -it in img.webp

The resulting image contains the thumbnail with the hidden message. In this experi-
ment, the main carrier contained no metadata to avoid discrepancy between existing meta
records and the added thumbnail.

As a result of embedding, the file size increased, but the image contents remained
unchanged. The presence of the thumbnail may be detected with binwalk:
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DECIMAL HEXADECIMAL DESCRIPTION
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
4626978 0x469A22 TIFF image data, little-endian offset (...)
4627808 0x469D60 TIFF image data, little-endian offset (...)
4631404 0x46AB6C JPEG image data, JFIF standard 1.01

However, it is not considered as a disadvantage, because thumbnails are normal phenomena
often seen in photos, and therefore not suspicious.

Later, the stego file was recovered from the carrier and compared to the pure version
to check whether embedding was lossless. The diff program reported no changes, so it was
possible to correctly decode the secret message.

3.1.3. Metadata

The purpose of this experiment was to test the metadata method, including two
metadata types: Exif and XMP. These tests were able to choose the appropriate tags or
structures, embedding secret messages, analyzing created files in applications, and reading
the secrets from carriers. Metadata modification may be achieved with applicable software;
in the following experiments, the exiv2 program was used. The first technique uses Exif
metadata, specifically Exif.Photo.ImageUniqueID of type Ascii. According to the tag
description, it indicates an identifier assigned uniquely to each image. It is presented as a
hexadecimal string of 128-bit length.

Before embedding, this tag looked as shown below.

Exif.Photo.ImageUniqueID Ascii 33 090caaf2c085f3e102513b24750041aa

As a proof of concept, a memorable value deadbeef1337c0defeedf00d2137face has
been hidden with the following command.

exiv2 -M’set Exif.Photo.ImageUniqueID
deadbeef1337c0defeedf00d2137face’ img.webp

After embedding, the listed metadata contain the modified unique ID of the image.

Exif.Photo.ImageUniqueID Ascii 33 deadbeef1337c0defeedf00d2137face

They are also visible in other applications. Figure 4 shows how we can read our
hexstring in a different way. To do this, we should choose Image→ Metadata→ Show
metadata in GIMP.

Figure 4. Embedded metadata visible im GIMP.

Both the file size and the image contents remained unchanged. In normal applications,
this method may be used to embed a small encrypted file with a fixed size of 128 bytes.
Bigger files may be divided between a few images, but the receiver must know the order of
files to properly recover the secret.

To conceal a secret in XMP metadata, we used the LocationCreated property from the
IPTC Extension schema, designed for the location in which the photo was taken. The secret
message has been hidden in newly created TextBag with selected cities. First, provided
places have been encoded in the following manner.

exiv2 -M’set Xmp.iptc.LocationCreated XmpText type=Bag’ img.webp
exiv2 -M’set Xmp.iptc.LocationCreated[1]/iptcExt:City Helsinki’ img.webp
exiv2 -M’set Xmp.iptc.LocationCreated[2]/iptcExt:City Edinburgh’ img.webp
exiv2 -M’set Xmp.iptc.LocationCreated[3]/iptcExt:City Larissa’ img.webp
exiv2 -M’set Xmp.iptc.LocationCreated[4]/iptcExt:City Las Vegas’ img.webp
exiv2 -M’set Xmp.iptc.LocationCreated[5]/iptcExt:City Oslo’ img.webp
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After executing these commands, let us present the resulting XMP metadata.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<?xpacket begin="" id="W5M0MpCehiHzreSzNTczkc9d"?>
<x:xmpmeta xmlns:x="adobe:ns:meta/" x:xmptk="XMP Core 4.4.0-Exiv2">
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#">
<rdf:Description
xmlns:Iptc4xmpCore="http://iptc.org/std/Iptc4xmpCore/1.0/xmlns/"
xmlns:iptcExt="http://iptc.org/std/Iptc4xmpExt/2008-02-29/"
rdf:about="">
<Iptc4xmpCore:LocationCreated>
<rdf:Bag>
<rdf:li iptcExt:City="Helsinki"/>
<rdf:li iptcExt:City="Edinburgh"/>
<rdf:li iptcExt:City="Larissa"/>
<rdf:li iptcExt:City="Las Vegas"/>
<rdf:li iptcExt:City="Oslo"/>
</rdf:Bag>
</Iptc4xmpCore:LocationCreated>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>
</x:xmpmeta>
<?xpacket end="w"?>

As can be seen, the embedded cities are visible in the listed metadata (they are format-
ted for clarity; normally, there are no indentations or white spaces). The secret message
may be recovered by reading the first letters: HELLO.

3.1.4. Chunk Injection

The purpose of this experiment was to test the chunk injection method. These tests
included the generation of a chunk with the selected name containing secret data, embed-
ding it into a carrier, checking the file in applications, and extracting the message out of the
stego medium. During this experiment, two approaches were tested: with updating the
carrier main chunk size and without it. Chunk injection tests started by choosing a secret
message and a chunk identifier. We have decided to embed 38-byte shellcode into a chunk
named XYZW. Such a name is not part of the standard and the probability of using it in the
future is low because of its meaninglessness. The final shape of the chunk is presented as
follows; as can be seen, the four bytes after the identifier denote the chunk size.

58 59 5a 57 26 00 00 00 48 c7 c0 3b 00 00 00 48 |XYZW&...H..;...H|
8d 3d 10 00 00 00 48 c7 c6 00 00 00 00 48 c7 c2 |.=....H......H..|
00 00 00 00 0f 05 2f 62 69 6e 2f 73 68 00 |....../bin/sh.|

Later, we attached it to a pure container as a last chunk. As expected, the file size in-
creased by 46 bytes (header + payload). We also updated the RIFF chunk size to correspond
to the current file length. After these operations, exiv2 correctly detects the embedded
chunk.

STRUCTURE OF WEBP FILE: stego-file1.webp
Chunk | Length | Offset | Payload
RIFF | 4642280 | 0 | WEBP
VP8X | 10 | 12 | ....o....
VP8 | 4624168 | 30 | .....*p...>)..B..!$(.Jx...gk.qd.
EXIF | 15264 | 4624206 | II*............................
XMP | 2755 | 4639478 | <?xpacket begin="..." id="W5M0Mp
XYZW | 38 | 4642242 | H..;...H.=....H......H......../b
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Also, the file has been tested in Firefox, GIMP, and ImageMagick. All these programs
displayed the image without problems.

The alternative approach is to inject the chunk without changing the RIFF chunk size.
Then it is not detected with exif2 software.

STRUCTURE OF WEBP FILE: stego-file2.webp
Chunk | Length | Offset | Payload
RIFF | 4642234 | 0 | WEBP
VP8X | 10 | 12 | ....o....
VP8 | 4624168 | 30 | .....*p...>)..B..!$(.Jx...gk.qd.
EXIF | 15264 | 4624206 | II*............................
XMP | 2755 | 4639478 | <?xpacket begin="..." id="W5M0Mp

At first glance, it seems to be a good idea, as hidden data are more difficult to spot.
However, in such a case, some applications have problems with opening the file. Even
though it is displayed in the browser (Firefox) and by ImageMagick, GIMP refuses to open
the image, as the WebP plugin returns an error.

To make this experiment more complete, we also recovered hidden shellcode from the
container. It was realized with dd software, which is useful for copying parts of the file.

dd if=stego-file1.webp count=$((38)) bs=1 skip=$((4642242+8)) > recovered

Retrieving was possible as we knew payload length (38) and offset (4,642,242 + 8 bytes of
header). We compared the recovered shellcode with the original and the files were identical.
This means that the presented method is suitable for carrying even binary data which cannot
be corrupted.

3.2. Data-Based Methods
3.2.1. Transparency

The purpose of this experiment was to test the transparency method. Tests included
the embedding of two secrets; the first one was in the form of bytes, while the second
one was an image. In the subsequent part, the secrets were extracted. Additional testing
served for comparing the results of WebP and PNG embedding in transparent pixels. To
test this method, we used a WebP image of size 588× 97 with 18,622 transparent and
38,414 non-transparent pixels. This gives about 32.64% of the container available for data
hiding. We conducted two experiments. In the first one, red, green, and blue components
of each transparent pixel were replaced with secret data. In the second experiment, we
concealed a secret image in one of the transparent regions.

The resulting images were of a lossless type of WebP, so their header was marked with
’VP8L’ chunk. In the first experiment, we used all possible capacity, which means that we
were able to embed 55,866 bytes of data. As a result of this, the image size increased from
1.8 kB to 61.3 kB. For comparison, we also conducted the same test for the PNG image. The
sizes before and after embedding were the same, namely 67.7 kB.

In the second experiment, we prepared a secret image containing text in the transparent
region of the container. In this case, only part of the available capacity was used, so the
size of the stego file increased only to 2.2 kB. The stego image and recovered secret are
presented in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Secret image hidden in transparent region. (Left): the carrier, (right): recovered secret.

3.2.2. Prediction Modes

The purpose of this experiment was to test the prediction mode method. The tests in-
cluded embedding a secret into a carrier, checking parity of selected modes, and comparing
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the stego file with the pure container. In this experiment, we modified the original imple-
mentation of the library to choose only modes not divisible by two. It may be perceived
as hiding a message of maximum possible length consisting of 1 s. The regular encoder
produced the image of size 1.9 MB, while a steganographically enhanced version created
a WebP image of size 2.1 MB. This difference is tiny considering the amount of hidden
data and the carrier size (6000× 4000 px). We were also checking selected modes during
embedding. The following dump fragment proves that all modes were from the odd group:

Selected mode is 1.
Selected mode is 9.
Selected mode is 5.
Selected mode is 7.
Selected mode is 5.
Selected mode is 3.
Selected mode is 1.
Selected mode is 5.
Selected mode is 5.
Selected mode is 1.
Selected mode is 3.

Finally, we compared our laden carrier with the pure carrier produced with the
unmodified library. The differences were marked with the violet color, as visible in Figure 6.
All these changes are very slight and not visible with the naked eye. On the close-up, we
may observe characteristic shapes of modified fragments, which are bigger in plain areas
and smaller in complex regions. Additionally, the alterations are focused near lines and
noisy parts that require various optimal modes. With this method, we were able to conceal
1,157,252 bits, which is almost 145 kB in total.

Figure 6. (Left): differences between pure and laden carrier; (right): close-up details.

3.2.3. Color Indexing Transform

The purpose of this experiment was to test the color indexing transform method. Tests
included concealing a secret message in a container and checking the properties of the
created file and pure container. It included comparing their sizes and color palettes. In this
experiment, we used an image with a reduced number of colors—24 and size 64× 64 px.
We hid a message consisting of alternating zeros and ones. During secret embedding, new
colors were created by changing the blue component by 1. The difference between the
original and resulting images is presented in Figure 7. With the naked eye it is impossible
to spot the color changes. In the stego image, there are 48 colors in total. Its size increased
from 6.7 kB to 6.8 kB.
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Figure 7. (Left): pure image with its colors; (right): cover image with extended colors.

4. Discussion

The methods presented in this paper are divided into two categories: the manipulation
of file structure or the data. The main difference between these two approaches is that
format-based algorithms do not change image contents, only the file structure. It may be
seen during pixel-by-pixel comparison of images that data-based algorithms introduce some
discrepancies, whereas format-based methods not. On the other hand, data manipulation
does not significantly increase the file size. From all described techniques, all except one are
focused on container modification, whereas the remaining one uses container selection.

The original image is modified in all techniques except container selection (in which
different compression levels indicate secret messages). In format-based techniques, modifi-
cations affect the file, but not the image content itself. This means that some data may be
added to the container or replaced, but pixels remains identical. The second category of
methods, data-based methods, introduces alterations to pixels. In color indexing, one of the
components may be modified by 1. In prediction modes, alterations concern blocks. The
size of the block may vary, but usually it is a square group of pixels, the values of which
are changed during the embedding process. These modifications are very slight.

As the WebP format is not widely discussed in the literature, we may show similarities
and differences to methods working on other file types. Format-based techniques are
dependent both on the standard and the software. It is best visible in simple injection. A
similar technique may be applied to BMP images. Then, depending on the software used,
another image may be displayed [72]. In WebP files, such behavior has not been observed.
Thumbnail and metadata methods are based on the same structures (Exif and XMP) that
are found in other file types. The difference is that in the thumbnail, we may choose from
available algorithms of JPEG steganography, whereas in metadata, participants should
invent more creative strategies. Chunk injection exploits the extendability of the standard,
so other RIFF-based files may potentially use this method. Embedding data in transparent
pixels is also possible in PNG images, as confirmed by the conducted tests. On the other
hand, indexed images such as GIF have a limited color palette and may benefit from the
color indexing method. Information hiding in prediction modes works on formats that use
a specialized encoder which predicts unknown pixel values. From popular image types,
only WebP implements such an algorithm. The container selection technique may be used
in almost any type of file. However, WebP images are a good choice, as a single image may
be compressed with various parameters, creating multiple similar versions of the same file.
In this way, the container database grows significantly and users are able to transmit longer
messages with fewer data sent.

There are some similarities and differences between WebP and JPEG steganography.
Format-based methods may be applicable for both image formats, because JPEG and WebP
files allow for metadata and thumbnails. The details may vary, for example, the encoding
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method or embedding algorithm for the thumbnail image. On the other hand, data-based
techniques are different for WebP and JPEG. While JPEG steganography usually focuses
on discrete cosine transform to conceal secret information, the WebP format has more
possibilities because of its frame prediction. This mechanism, derived from VP8, gives the
possibility to hide a message during predictive coding. Color indexing is not available
for JPEG images because this format is lossy; however, WebP supports lossless pictures as
well. The same is true for transparency. The container selection approach is not necessarily
connected to file format, but WebP images have more parameters that users may adjust,
so their potential in steganography is greater. In this way, a single image may contain
more than one value, which gives more effective transfer than in JPEG images. Therefore,
we may conclude that the WebP format offers more potential techniques of data hiding
than JPEG.

Considering the amount of data possible to conceal, some methods offer fixed capacity,
while others depend on some parameters or traits of the carrier. With simple injection, we
are able to append data of any size to the cover image in exchange for increasing file size.
This is because the data are added at the end of the file where they are not constrained by
any marker or rules imposed by standard. Metadata and chunk injection techniques are
limited by RIFF format specification, as chunk size is stored on four bytes. The maximum
possible chunk size is then 4,294,967,295 bits, which is about 536.87 MB. However, the real
capacity is a bit less, as image data and headers also take up space. For high-resolution
images, a few megabytes may be used and the available space should be reduced by this
amount. The capacity of thumbnail information hiding depends on the selected embedding
algorithm. For F5, it is about 13% of the image size [6]. For other methods, the capacity may
be equal to a number of non-zero coefficients, so it may vary for plain and detailed images.
Data-based techniques are normally very sensitive to carrier contents. For example, the
maximum possible length of a message hidden behind transparent pixels depends on their
number. Similarly, in the prediction mode algorithm, the more blocks, the more bits we are
able to embed. Luma blocks are 16× 16 px and chroma blocks 8× 8 px, which are later
divided into subblocks of size 4× 4. Therefore, the number of blocks is connected to image
size, which has its own restriction of 16,383 pixels per side. In color indexing transform,
each pixel may encode a single bit; therefore, the maximum capacity is equal to the number
of pixels. The last approach uses a database of potential carriers that are stored in multiple
variants (or recomputed every time). Because each container may encode one character, in
a single conversation, we are able to transmit the number of characters equal to the image
set size at maximum. With different encoding, this value may vary. For example, the parties
may decide to diminish the amount of transferred data to one bit per image in order to
arouse less suspicion. The summary is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of capacities of presented methods.

Category Method Capacity

Format-based

Simple injection unlimited
Thumbnail algorithm-dependent
Metadata up to a few hundred MB

Chunk injection up to a few hundred MB

Data-based

Transparency 3× transparent pixel number bytes
Prediction modes number of block bits

Color indexing transform number of pixel bits
Container selection image set size characters

For format-based methods, execution times are almost invulnerable to image contents.
This is because messages are hidden in specific fields or after the image data. In simple
injection, embedding time results simply from disc operations; on an SSD drive, such
times are counted in microseconds. Recovering is about two times larger, as it needs to
read the stego file, finding the end of the original WebP image and storing the remaining
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part on the disc. Thumbnail and metadata hiding are similar in terms of time after the
thumbnail is ready. Then, both methods place the secret in a specific chunk and add it to
the carrier. Both embedding and extracting are counted in microseconds. In the thumbnail
technique, additional time is needed for thumbnail creation, which is dependent on the
steganographic algorithm. For data-based methods, times depend strongly on the carrier.
When hiding secret data in transparent pixels, times grow about 30% compared to image
conversion to WebP. Extraction times are comparable. In the prediction mode algorithm, it
turned out that focusing only on modes with appropriate identifiers shortened execution
times by about 24%. This is because, in this step, the reconstruction of the image part and its
score are computed. Avoiding this time-consuming code allowed for shorter compression.
Recovering the message does not increase the time considerably. The container selection
approach is characterized by the largest times of database generation. The reason for this is
that every image needs to be prepared in multiple versions. After that, secret extraction is
very fast. It only requires finding the corresponding file in its own group, which may be
accomplished by comparing precomputed hashes.

Considering steganalysis, an adversary may apply a few approaches. To detect format-
based techniques, the adversary should analyze the carrier in search of anomalies. In our
opinion, the easiest to detect is simple injection, because image size is stored in the RIFF
container as a segment size. Then we may compare this value to the real image size and
find discrepancies. The most difficult to detect is hiding a message in a photo’s unique ID,
as this field contains a random hexadecimal value which is impossible to distinguish from
encrypted data. Other metadata and chunks are visible in plain text, so the adversary may
read them; message security may vary depending on the selected embedding algorithm,
applied encryption, resemblance of metadata to other common images etc. Similarly,
thumbnail steganography detection depends purely on the algorithm used. The specific
JPEG steganalysis method should be applied to check whether a thumbnail contains a
secret message or not. In the container selection approach, the adversary needs to intercept
a longer conversation between parties, as a single image contains no data inside. Only the
analysis of multiple messages may lead to the discovery of a hidden channel based on a
collection of pictures. Considering data-based methods, the adversary may try to modify
the carrier or to analyze its contents. To reveal data hidden under transparent pixels, he
may remove the alpha channel. The detection of messages hidden via color indexing is
harder, because some images contain similar colors, and the adversary needs to decide
whether such similarities are artificial or are natural phenomena present in a specific image.
The interesting problem is also the detection of prediction mode steganography. It requires
decoding all used modes and deciding if they contain any secret information.

Format-based methods are robust to webp compression, as they are independent
of pixels of the image. The one exception is simple injection, in which hidden data are
ignored during re-compression and the new image does not contain a secret message. In
other techniques, secret data are copied into a newly compressed image to retain metadata
and all chunks. Considering data-based methods, some of them may be affected by
compression. In the prediction mode technique, applying compression changes final
pixel values, therefore leading to destruction of hidden data. Color indexing is only used
on images with lossless compression, which means that these pictures are robust. The
transparency method described in this paper was also used on lossless images. Finally,
the container selection approach is based on the compression, which means that when the
adversary applies compression to images in the transmission, he would be able to modify
the transmitted message.

When we compare the results of the study in the context of the used software, we
may draw some conclusions about the utility of the presented methods. Firefox and
ImageMagick were able to open all generated files and display them as expected. However,
GIMP sometimes had problems with images that deviated from the standard. Of course,
WebP support is implemented in GIMP even if these pictures are rarely used outside the
web, but the program sticks most closely to the format. On the other hand, web browsers
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have to be more flexible considering pictures, because files on the web are of various
versions and may be generated in a number of ways. Competition between browsers
is fierce and lack of support or problems with displaying images may incline users to
switch to another application. The ImageMagick software suite is designed especially for
editing and manipulating digital images. It supports a wide variety of formats and did
not have problems even with slightly malformed files. Also, it turned out to be useful in
conducting experiments.

Deep learning techniques may be useful in data-based methods. They operate on
pixels and may be helpful in both better concealment and detection strategies. In this
matter, the WebP format is no different that other image formats, except for the fact that
it supports both lossy and lossless compression. On the other hand, it does not concern
format-based approaches.

The presented methods are adequate for use on the web. This is because the WebP
format is almost exclusively used on the Internet. However, this limitation still gives
a lot of possible applications. WebP images with hidden data may be sent by email,
uploaded on a server, pasted in a web chat, placed on a website, or shared on social media.
The specific embedding and extracting algorithms may vary depending on the medium.
The main purpose of using the presented techniques is secret communication, but other
personal or business applications are also possible. The fact that the WebP format became
widespread in recent years is an advantage from steganographic points of view. This is
because uncommon files or any deviations from normal activity may arouse suspicions. On
the other hand, popular formats are considered as typical and expected, so their presence
is not questionable.

5. Conclusions

Undoubtedly, WebP is a modern format with a lot of features, like transparency,
metadata, or animations. It is also versatile, as the user may choose the compression
level to find a compromise between file size and image quality, and decide whether to
use lossy or lossless mode. The conducted experiments showed that the WebP format is
suitable for steganographic purposes and offers numerous embedding areas. Data may be
placed in specific fields defined in standard, outside the file data, in user-defined chunks,
or in data directly. Concealing secrets in data gives a few possibilities as well. In lossless
pictures with an alpha channel, secret information may be hidden in transparent pixels, in
indexed images, and neighboring colors may store a payload. The general technique of
data hiding during the selection of prediction modes produces images not very different
from pure carriers. Moreover, WebP may also be used for container selection, because a lot
of possible parameters available for encoding allow for the creation of big image databases.
The obtained results prove the potential of the WebP format for steganography, indicating
especially high capacity of the described methods. Further studies may explore more
features of the WebP format, for example, using animations and special types of frames.
Additionally, there is a potential to combine WebP steganography with machine learning
techniques. Time will tell the future of the WebP format, but its increasing presence on the
web is noteworthy and its possible applications in steganography should definitely have
their place among other methods.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ARGB alpha, red, green, blue
ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange
BMP bitmap
CVE Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures
DCT Discrete cosine transform
DFT Discrete Fourier transform
WFT Discrete wavelet transform
EXIF EXchangeable Image Format
FFT Fast Fourier transform
GIF Graphics Interchange Format
ICC International Color Consortium
IPTC International Press Telecommunications Council
JPEG Joint Photographic Experts Group
LSB Least significant bit
PNG Portable Network Graphics
PVD Pixel value differentiation
RGB red, green, blue
RIFF Resource Interchange File Format
XML Extensible Markup Language
XMP Extensible Metadata Platform
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